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LEGACY WA — BADGE DAY 
Statement 

HON DAN CADDY (North Metropolitan) [9.41 pm]: Much has changed in the 100 years since the laying down 
of arms marking the end of World War I, but one thing that has held firm ever since is the promise made in 1923 
by the veterans who came home accepting a legacy of responsibility to care for the widows and the children of 
the fallen, a testament to enduring mateship and a promise that preserves today with renewed vigour to continue 
for the next 100 years. 
This week is Legacy Badge Week, and 1 September, this Thursday, is Badge Day for Legacy WA, an annual day 
of fundraising and awareness, raising dollars for the organisation. Legacy WA supports more than 3 500 widows, 
children and dependants of veterans who have lost their lives or health during or following service from 
World War I right through to current conflicts. In its torch, the Legacy badge symbolises the undying flame of 
service and sacrifice passed on by comrades in war who have died. In its wreath of laurel, with its points inverted 
in remembrance, the Legacy badge recognises the honour and reward of those who gave their lives for our country. 
The team at Legacy WA, with a dedicated legatee force behind them, continues to deliver exemplary care and 
service to those in their community who need them the most—a small token of gratitude and respect for their loved 
ones who gave all to their country. In an ever-changing landscape of war, conflict and peacetime campaigns, our 
service personnel have continued to sacrifice life and family in their service to our nation.  
In the last three years, we have asked our armed forces for more on home soil than ever before, assisting with COVID 
requirements, aged care, flood assistance and bushfire recovery, and, most recently, supporting the safeguarding 
of our borders from foot-and-mouth disease. Through it all, the families of our veterans and serving personnel 
remain a pillar of strength and support, stepping up when the country needs them most, often without recognition 
of the burden placed upon them. These families have seen their loved ones leave our shores to serve in wars since 
World War I, then World War II, to Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan and Iraq. Many never made the journey home 
and others returned home bearing the physical and mental scars of war.  
When the ultimate inevitable tragedies happen, Legacy is and has always been there to support and provide for 
families, ensuring they are never truly left behind. Legacy ensures that a widow can spend her senior years with 
dignity, and without social isolation, remaining always part of a community that understands her experience; and 
a parent never needs to worry about their children going to school without the books or uniforms they need, a small 
burden lifted from their shoulders in terms of grief. The spirit of Legacy lives on in Western Australia ensuring 
that those it supports thrive despite their adversity and loss. Legacy’s Badge Day is our opportunity to make an 
impact and help the families of our veterans. I would encourage all members and all listening to buy a badge and 
donate generously to Legacy on Badge Day this Thursday. 
Lest we forget.  

House adjourned at 9.45 pm 
__________ 
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